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Frozen job market
restricts graduates
Career Center sees
continued drop
in openings, recruits
Taylor Cheney

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Best and Worst Plays
Feeling nostalgic for
football sesason even
after the Papajohns.com
Bowl? Sports Editor Chris
Cox reviews the best and
worst plays of the year.

See page 19

The Best of 2009

W it h t he t h r ill of
t he hol iday s at a n end,
December graduates are
putting their skills to the
test to find a job that pays.
Compared to last year,
however, the University’s
Ca reer Center pred ic t s
that graduates can expect a
chillier job market.
“Employers have reduced
hiring significantly from
last fall to this fall,” said
Tom Halasz, director of the
Career Center. “Unlike last
fall, when there were still
pockets of relatively strong
hiring in some industries,
all areas of recruiting were
impacted this year.”
E v e n U S C ’s C a r e e r
Center has been affected by
the frozen job climate.
“Our recr uit ing v isits
dropped from 106 visits
in Fall 2008 to 99 visits
i n Fa l l 2 0 0 9, b u t t h e
number of employers at the
University’s career events
slipped by nearly half from
200 last year to 108 this
year,” Halasz said.
A pol l conducted i n
October by the National

Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Emily Bgorbati, Sherika Addison and Rosie Jefferey take
advantage of the resources offered by the Career Center.

Career Center
receives funding
Innovation grants to promote federal jobs,
internships in ‘mission-critical’ areas
as students explore job opportunities
Sara Hartley

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Alayna Dunkerly / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Students speak with representatives about their resumes,
goals and GPAs during a career fair held this past fall.
Association of Colleges and
Employers to gauge t he
college job market showed
that college recruiting is
expected to decline through
the end of 2009. According
to channelinsider.com , 37
percent of employers also

plan to minimize benefits
this year such as bonuses
and medical coverage which
has risen 6 percent from
2009.
W h at h a s a l s o r i s e n
Jobs ● 3

Civil Rights Tour

Mix Editor Jimmy Gilmore
and Neal Hughes offer
up the ir take s on the
best films of 2009 just in
time to catch up for next
Sunday’s Golden Globes.

See page 13

New Year’s Resolutions
Viewpoints Editors
Marilynn Joyner and Ryan
Quinn give us their list
of issues to tackle in the
coming year.

See page 12

Mix

(803) 777-3914
(803) 777-7726
(803) 777-7182
(803) 576-6172

Winter Break Stories
Te l l u s y o u r m o s t
embarrassing, awk ward
and hilarious stories in
100 words or less and you
might see it in The Daily
Gamecock.

Online @

www.DailyGamecock.com

Josh Dawsey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Thomas Tucker, a third-year physical education student , views an exhibit
of a lynching inside the Slavery and Civil Rights Museum in Selma, Ala. The
museum took the students back to the 1800s, where African-Americans were
treated harshly here in Alabama and most other parts of the South. Tucker
and 27 other students went on a four-day Civil Rights Tour last week through
Alabama and Georgia. For the next four days, The Daily Gamecock will
chronicle the trip through the Deep South. Look for coverage of the trip
on pages 10 and 11 of today’s paper, and daily installments will follow until
Thursday.

In January, the University
of S out h C a r ol i n a w a s
awarded one of five Call
to Serve Innovation grants
to educate students on an
of ten-overlooked source
of job opportunities: the
federal government.
The grant, provided by
the nonprofit Partnership
for Public Service, offers
$5,000 over t wo years to
promote federal service and
to help students fi nd federal
internships and jobs.
“There is a lack
of knowledge and
understanding about where
job opportunities exist in
federal agencies,” said Tim
McManus, vice president of
education and outreach for
the partnership.
Ju l i e Hu t t , a s s i s t a nt
director for experient ial
education for the Career
C e n t e r, s a i d s t u d e n t s
do not a lway s t h i n k of
working with the federal
gover n ment a nd do not
realize how widespread the
job needs are.
“[ T he job s] a re not
just polic y-based or
government-based,” Hutt
said. “They cover different
disciplines.”
The federal government
will fill more than
270,0 0 0 jobs i n it s
“mission-critical” areas by
September 2012, according
t o t h e p a r t n e r s h i p’s
20 09 repor t, “W here
t he Job s A re: M i s sionC r it ic a l O pp or t u n it ie s
for America.” Some areas
of cr it ica l need i nclude
medical and public health,
account ing, engineering
and information
technology.
“A b u s i n e s s s t u d e n t
w o u l d n ’t t h i n k a b o u t
government opportunities
f i r s t ,” M c M a n u s s a i d .
“ We wa nt to help t hem
u nderst a nd t hat t hese
are t he areas where t he
government does have a
need.”
To promote t hese job
opportunities to students,
t he Ca reer Center w i l l
receive $3,0 0 0 for 2010
a n d $ 2 , 0 0 0 f o r 2 0 11 .
A c k n o w le d g i n g it a s a
c o n s e r v at i v e mo ne t a r y
amount, McManus
described t he grant as a
way to propel schools that
already have a foundation
in promoting jobs.
“ We w a n t [ c o l l e g e s
a nd u n i ver s it ie s] t o b e
innovative with what they
do, and the grant will help

cover t he cost for doing
that,” McManus said.
For example, the grant
w ill help of fset t he cost
of resources, supplies and
staff support. It will also
help t he Ca reer Center
with plans to bring federal
agenc ie s to c a mpu s for
recruiting, create an online
federal ser v ice resou rce
and have a federal service
week, Hutt said.
USC is part of the third
group of schools to receive
t he I n novat ion g ra nt ,
which was f irst awarded
to schools in 2008. The
“Call to Ser ve” program
began eight years ago as
part of an effort to improve
relat ionsh ips bet ween
colleges, universities and
federal agencies. There are
more than 680 schools and
75 federal agencies in its
network, according to the
partnership’s Web site.
Of the 27 colleges and
universit ies t hat applied
for the 2010-11 grant, the
other four recipients were:
Stony Brook Universit y;
Swa r t h more C ol lege;
Universit y of California,
Davis; and Universit y of
Chicago.
The number of
ap pl ic a nt s w a s s m a l le r
this year, McManus said,
bec au se not a l l schools
were eligible. Each grant
recipient was required to
have at least one missioncritical academic discipline
and commit ment from a
staff or faculty member in
that department, according
to the partnership’s press
release. Hutt said that the
Ca reer Center chose to
part ner w it h t he School
of the Environment partly
because its facult y work
across disciplines and can
reach a variety of students.
“ We lo o k e d t o m a k e
sure t he applicat ion was
not d r i ve n b y j u s t o ne
academic area or just the
career center,” McManus
sa id, add i ng t h at ot her
cr iter ia i ncluded t he
schools’ factors of previous
engagement in job
promotion.
One factor t hat set
USC’s application apart,
McManus said, was
t he feder a l job st udent
a m b a s s a d o r. K a t h r y n
Mc G i n n , a fou r t h-yea r
accounting student, was an
intern last summer with the
Department of Treasur y
Grant ● 3
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CALENDAR

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS
LOCAL

What: Secondary

Education seminar
When: 9 a.m.
Where: Russell House,

Room 205
What: SPA meeting
When: 11:30 a.m.
Where: RH, Room 315
What: Monthly Scholar

meeting
When: 3 p.m.
Where: Gressette
What: National Society

of Collegiate Scholars
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 203
What: Association of

Minority Pre-Health
students
When: 7 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 303
What: Garnet and

PIC OF THE DAY

Little attention paid to rebuke
South Carolina legislators will take up a rebuke of
Gov. Mark Sanford and try to quickly turn to issues
tied to recession-wrecked state fi nances, new lawsuit
limits and property tax breaks.
While they’ll talk about tax breaks in the midst of
plans to cut state spending by 20 percent, legislators
will also talk about raising the nation’s lowest cigarette
tax.
House Speaker Bobby Harrell expects the House
to quickly deal with a resolution rebuking Sanford for
travel and spending issues that came to light after his
June confession of an affair with an Argentine woman.
The censure measure castigates Sanford for “dereliction
in his duties of office, for official misconduct in office
and for abuses of power while in office that has brought
ridicule and dishonor to himself, the state of South
Carolina, and to its citizens.”
While it’s expected to pass the House, the measure
faces an uncertain path in the Senate, where any
objections would likely k ill the measure. Senate
President Pro Tem Glenn McConnell says a nonbinding
resolution “is just not worth spending a lot of time on”
when other issues are far more important.

Josh Dawsey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Chavonna Starlings holds her mouth open to catch snow in Birmingham, Ala.
Snow and icy conditions were a frequent part of the Civil Rights Tour.

Black Interest meeting
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 304
What: Amnesty

International meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 315

SPORTS
SCHEDULE
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Wednesday
vs. LSU
Colonial Life Arena
8 p.m.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Thursday
vs. Kentucky
Colonial Life Arena
7 p.m.

TRACK
Friday
Virginia Tech Hokie Invitational
Blacksburg, Va.
7:30 p.m.

WEIRD HEADLINES

NATIONAL

Metal harmful to development
LOS ANGELES — Cadmium is a soft, whitish metal
that occurs naturally in soil. It’s perhaps best known as
one half of rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries, but
also is used in pigments, electroplating and plastic.
Lab testing organized by The Associated Press shows
that it also is present in children’s jewelry — sometimes
at eye-popping levels, exceeding 90 percent of the item’s
total weight.
Most people get a microscopic dose of the heavy
metal just by breathing and eating. Plants, including
tobacco, take up cadmium through their roots, and
people absorb it during digestion or inhalation. Without
direct exposure, however, people usually don’t experience
its nasty side effects: cancer, kidneys that leak vital protein
and bones that spontaneously snap.
Cadmium is particularly dangerous for children
because growing bodies readily absorb substances, and
cadmium accumulates in the kidneys for decades.
“Just small amounts of chemicals may radically alter
development,” said Dr. Robert O. Wright, a professor at
Harvard University’s medical school and school of public
health. “I can’t even fathom why anyone would allow for
even a small amount to be accessible.”

— The Associated Press, AOL

Woman leaves children in car $290,000.
Judges at the cantonal cour t in St.
while tanning
Police in Connecticut say a 28-year-old
mother is charged with leaving her two
young children in her car in freezing
temperatures while she went tanning
in a salon. Candy Ann Rock of Enfi eld
was charged Monday with reckless
endangerment and risk of injur y to
children.
Enfield Police Chief Carl Sferrazza told
the Journal Inquirer that Rock left her
two children — ages 3 and just under
1 year — in the parked car, which was
not running, for 18 minutes during her
tanning session at about 9 a.m. Monday.
He sid weather reports showed the wind
chill was 19 degrees at the time.
Rock posted $5,000 bail and is due in
Enfi eld Superior Court on Feb. 9. She
declined to comment when reached by
telephone Thursday.

Millionare fined $290,000 for
speeding

Gallen, in eastern Switzerland, based the
record-breaking fi ne on the speeder’s
estimated wealth of more than $20
million.
A statement on the court’s Web site
says the driver — a repeat offender —
drove up to 35 miles an hour faster than
the 50-mile-an-hour limit.

Man calls detectives after pot
plants seized
Investigators in the Florida Keys said
t h ey l u r e d a s u s p e c te d m a r ij u a n a
grower into turning himself in by leaving
a ransom note in place of six seized pot
plants.
The sheriff’s office in Monroe County
said detectives discovered the plants in
a wooded lot and confiscated them.
They left a phone number on a note that
read: “Thanks for the grow! You want
them back? Call for the price.”

A Swiss court has slapped a wealthy
speeder with a chalet-sized fine — a full

INTERNATIONAL

Domestic issues plague Iran

FOLLOW US
ONLINE
TWITTER
NEWS: thegamecock
SPORTS: TDG_Sports
MIX: gamecockmix

FACEBOOK
Become a fan of
The Daily Gamecock

YOUTUBE
Subsribe to our
YouTube channel:
thedailygamecock

JERUSALEM — Two U.S. senators traveling in the
Middle East said Sunday that opposition protests in
Iran suggest this was the beginning of the end for
Tehran’s clergy-led regime.
Sen. John McCain, a Republican from Arizona,
said the Islamic government’s days were numbered.
Interviewed while in Jerusalem on the CNN’s
“State of the Union” program, he warned, “if the
Iranian government chooses to try to divert the
attention of the people from their domestic situation
to increasing confrontation with Israel,” that could
pose a danger.
Israel considers Iran a serious threat because of its
nuclear program, long-range missile development
a nd repeated references by I ra n ia n President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to the destruction of the
Jewish state.
Israel, like the U.S., does not accept Iran’s claims
that its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes
and insists that Tehran is seeking to acquire nuclear
weapons.
A not her v isit ing senator, Joe Lieberman, an
independent from Connecticut, agreed that the
protests in Iran could mark “the beginning of the
end of the repressive extremist regime in Tehran.”

TODAY IN HISTORY
1775
Francis Salvador, the first Jew to be elected in the Americas, takes his seat on the South
Carolina Provincial Congress.

1861
Alabama becomes the fourth state to secede from the Union when a convention votes 61-39
in favor of the measure.

1863
Union General John McClernand and Admiral David Porter capture Arkansas Post, a Confederate stronghold on the Arkansas River.

1928
Leon Trotsky, a leader of the Bolshevik revolution and early architect of the Soviet state, is
deported by Soviet leader Joseph Stalin to Alma-Ata in remote Soviet Central Asia.

1935
In the first flight of its kind, American aviator Amelia Earhart departs Wheeler Field in Honolulu,
Hawaii, on a solo flight to North America.

1956
South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem issues Ordinance No. 6, allowing the internment
of former Viet Minh members and others “considered as dangerous to national defense and
common security.”

1989
After serving his last term, Ronald Reagan gives his farewell address to the American people.

Visit Us Online
— The Associated Press

•
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Jobs ● Continued from 1
is the number of
environmentally minded
employers. The Web site
says that many plan to
add positions that focus
on improving ecological
conservation and
sustainability.
After graduating just
last month, Preston Evans
has already felt the strains
of b ei ng u nemployed
in the new year. While
the University has been
he lpf u l i n p r e p a r i n g
Evans for the road ahead
with the Career Center
a nd prov id i ng upperlevel classes focusing on
i nter v iew a nd resu me
preparation, he is still
u nemployed. Eva ns
has also made multiple
resumes in order to cater
to employers’ specif ic
needs.
“My resume gets
updated every few weeks,”
he said. “I actually have
three different versions of
my resume depending on
the type of job.”
Evans is also
c on s ider i ng g r adu at e
school “as a way out of
the economic insanity,”
he said.
A l s o a r e c e nt US C
g raduate, Beverly Lee
currently earns money
wait ing tables and
doi ng some f reela nce
design work. Still in the
process of updating her
resu me a nd por t folio,
Lee said she is open to
jobs outside of her visual
communications degree.
“I wish I had
part icipated in an
internship and had been
more i nvolved as a n
undergraduate,” she said.
Lee also said that she is
interested in graduate
school, just not right now.
Halasz encou rages
past and present students
to not g ive up hope
a nd c ont i nue t o s t ay
up-to-date.
“With this difficult job
market here from some
time to come, students
and graduates will find
oppor t u n it ies as t hey
utilize all their resources
to develop experience and
search for work, he said.
“Gaining work experience
prior to graduation and
maintaining flexible goals
will be keys to success.”

Action Ahmad

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.
sc.edu

Grant ● Continued from 1
and now holds meetings
and events on campus
to infor m st udent s of
federal opportunities.
“I think the grant is
a really good resource
for our school,” McGinn
said. “The government
will need so many young
people to fi ll jobs in the
future.”
V i s i t
w w w .
ourpublicservice.
o r g a n d ht t p : //d a t a .
wherethejobsare.
org/wtja/ home for
more i n for mat ion on
t he Pa r t ner sh ip for
Public Service and the
projec ted feder a l job
opportunities.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.
sc.edu

Jawad Ahmad doesn’t wait for success to ﬁnd him.
Every day, he’s showing the world what he’s made of.
Every day, he’s feeding his life, his career and his future.

Feed your future at www.pwc.tv

FOLLOW US
on TWITTER

thegamecock

© 2010 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. “PricewaterhouseCoopers” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a Delaware limited liability partnership) or, as the
context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global network or other member firms of the network, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. We are proud to
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New e-mail offers
improved features
Outlook Live@edu premiers at USC with larger
capacity, solves prolonged-access problems
while providing new storage capabilites
Kara Apel

NEWS EDITOR

USC students now have new
e-mail addresses after the new
e-mail system, Outlook Live@
edu, went live on Jan. 5.
K imberly Sout h, public
relat ions coordinator for
University Technology Services,
said the system change came after
many support calls from students
about the previous Outlook Web
Access system.
“It’s something that students
have been asking for,” South said.
One of the previous system’s
g reatest problems was how it
timed out after short periods of
time, even if students were in
the middle of drafting an e-mail.
This issue, coupled with students’
wanting a larger inbox, is what
prompted UTS to start looking
for an enhanced e-mail system
for students.
Rita Anderson, UTS director
of project management , said the
University has been researching
a new e -m a i l prog r a m si nce
the end of 2008 and the formal
project began in February 2009.
“Ou r normal process for
evaluat ing and select ing
new technolog y systems
is done t hrough a formal
procurement,” A nderson said.
“We chose Outlook Live@edu
via a solutions-based request for
proposals.”
South said different systems
were considered, i nclud i ng
G o o g le , b ut t he Un i v e r s it y
eventually decided on Outlook
Live@edu, owned by Microsoft.
As part of the selection process,

a pilot group of 200 students in
October and November tested
t he ne w s y s t e m . S o ut h a nd
Anderson said responses from the
pilot group were mostly positive.
“Most students reported that
the benefits of the new system
defi nitely outweighed the hassle
of h a v i n g t o c h a n g e e - m a i l
addresses,” Anderson said.
Another advantage to the new
system is the larger inbox, which
holds around 10 GB, and it seems
to avoid the timing out issue as
well. South said UTS has tested
it and Out look Live@edu has
been able to keep users logged in
for two days at a time.
“If you’re in the middle of an
e-mail, it’s not going to time you
out,” South said.
Outlook Live@edu also hosts
a feature named SkyDrive which
hosts up to 25 GB of files through
you r e -m a i l ac c ou nt . S out h
compared t he feat u re to t hat
of Google Docs, a comparable
system.
“ T h e o p t i o n a l 25 G B o f
SkyDrive storage is awesome,”
Anderson said. “It’s like having a
25 GB key drive available on the
Internet.”
A not her advantage? It’s not
costing st udents extra money,
Sout h said. The cost for
c o nver t i n g c a me out of t he
a l ready ex ist i ng $ 4 0 st udent
technology fee which goes toward
wireless Internet access, e-mail
and Blackboard usage.
Some students, like fourth-year
business student Danae English,
think the new system is a little
confusing.

Important to Know:
— To log in to your new e-mail account for the first
time, you need to change your network password on
VIP under the technology tab.
— Your new e-mail address will be your same network
username from VIP, but with @email.sc.edu instead.
(EX: USERNAME@email.sc.edu)
— E-mails from the @mailbox.sc.edu accounts should
be forwarded to the @email.sc.edu accounts.
— You can still access your @mailbox.sc.edu account
to forward e-mails over to your new address.
— Faculty and staff will retain their @mailbox.sc.edu
accounts.

Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Need help with your new e-mail account? Try the FAQs at www.sc.edu/studentemail or call the UTS Help Desk at
(803) 777-1800. UTS says most reported problems thus far can be corrected by reloading your e-mail page.
“I logged onto it once. It was
confusing,” English said. “But I
really haven’t planned on using
it since I work for the University
and still have my old account.”
Outlook Live@edu is
compat ible w it h most mobile
devices, including t he iPhone
and Blackberry, and instructions
for setup on most mobile devices
are listed on the Web site’s FAQs.
S out h s a id U T S h a s o n l y
received a ha ndf u l of ca l ls
regarding problems with the new
system and most of them deal
with the same problem. Some
students log in and receive an
account error message, but it is

easily resolved if students shut
down t he browser and open a
new session and t r y to log in
again. She said the error usually
stems from students who already
have a Microsoft-linked account
like Hotmail.
If you haven’t moved over your
e-mails to your new accou nt,
don’t worry. South said e-mails
will continue to be for warded
from your @mailbox.sc.edu to
you r @ em a i l. s c .e du ac c ou nt
t hroughout t he semester, and
students will have access to their
@mailbox.sc.edu accounts for
the majority of the semester. She
said students will be given many

announcements before access to
the @mailbox.sc.edu accounts is
disabled.
I f st udent s t h i n k t hey c a n
procrastinate logging into their
new address, South said this isn’t
doable.
“If they’re expecting e-mails
from professors, etc, they need
to check their new e-mail,” South
said. “This isn’t really optional.
It’s been switched.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Health care reform defines current generation
Young Americans historically account for large portion of uninsured;
graduates to be affected by Affordable Health Care for Americans Act
Jonathan Battaglia

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

College students likely won’t be affected by plans to overhaul the nation’s health care system
until they graduate.
Since most college students are covered under health care plans with their parents, a mandate
for all Americans to purchase health insurance won’t have an immediate impact on young adults.
The Affordable Health Care for America Act passed through the House and Senate and is
now in conference committee to consolidate the two bills. Merrill Walker, a fourth-year political
science student and president of the College Democrats, said college students need to start
thinking about health insurance before the clock runs out on their parents’ plans.
“The majority of us will be looking to buy health insurance once we complete school,” Walker
said. “Under the current system, insurance companies sometimes reject anyone with a preexisting condition.”
Young people have historically accounted for a large portion of uninsured Americans.
According to a population survey by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in March 2008, 30 percent of
young adults aged 19 to 29 do not have health insurance, compared with 17 percent of older adults
(those aged 30 to 64).
Despite the fact that many young adults are employed, 28 percent of employed young
Americans remain uninsured because most part-time jobs don’t offer coverage. Instability in
the economy has also caused many companies that had previously offered coverage to drop or
significantly slash benefits.
To combat the rising amount of uninsured college graduates, a provision in the proposed bill
will allow young adults to remain on their families’ health insurance policy until the age of 26.
For those who don’t remain as dependents, there will be a health care exchange for young adults
to choose how much coverage they want.
Daniel Brennan, a fourth-year political science student and president of the College
Republicans, said he isn’t against health care reform, but does not support the proposed legislation.
“This bill still doesn’t allow us to buy insurance across state lines,” Brennan said. “Competition
drives prices down, not government intervention.”
The Republican version of health care reform, or the Common Sense Health Care Reform and
Affordability Act, would have allowed Americans to buy insurance from anywhere in the country.
The bill would also have given tax breaks to small businesses to pool together money for more
affordable health care.
Any reform is of interest to residents of South Carolina, who consistently rank above the
national average in terms of the uninsured. A 2009 survey by the U.S. Census Bureau showed 16.1
percent of South Carolinians are uninsured, nearly a percentage point over the national average
of 15.3 percent.
Brennan, who said he will likely go uninsured after graduation until he finds a job, said there

@

Visit us

www. dailygamecock .com

needs to be tax incentives for small business trying to provide health insurance to their employees.
“We need to make health care affordable to small businesses so they can provide coverage while
still making a profit,” Brennan said. “If we can break up these monopolies that health insurance
companies have over states, it will make insurance cheaper for everyone.”
Walker said the current state of health insurance is too problematic to provide for the
increasingly uninsured population of South Carolina.
“South Carolina is one of the states with the highest rates of teen pregnancy, premature births,
low birth rates and infant mortality,” Walker said. “Health care reform would help lower these
numbers as more people will be able to become insured and receive the care they need.”

What do you think about the current
health care reform plan?
Jeremy
McCoy

Brandon
Levine

Fourth-year
dance
performance
student

Second-year
political science
student

“I’m not sure I’m ready to
give government control
over he a lt h c a r e , but
the system does need to
change.”

“If you have insurance,
then it’s a good system. I
like it just the way it is.”

First-year
broadcast
journalism
student

“It’s a good idea for those
who don’t have insurance,
but I like my insurance so
I don’t want it to change.”

Nathan
Ivey

John
Wolf

Fourth-year
English student

Second-year
history student

“Any health care reform that allows
more people to get help I will support.”
Comments on this story?

Katie
Witt

“It’s way too complicated. We should
slow down and make sure it works
for everyone.”

E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Gilman Award recipients
look forward to their travels
Award helps fund
study abroad trips
for students
Taylor Cheney

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

W hen Janell Vanarthos
heard about the prestigious
Benjamin A. Gilman
International scholarship, she
knew that it would provide
her the best way to explore
her native land of Greece.
Awa rded e ac h ye a r to
suppor t st udent s who
plan to study abroad, the
scholarship is traditionally
given, but not limited to,
underrepresented students
based on financial needs and
ethnic backgrounds. A lso
selected are students who
attend community colleges,
those who plan to study in
non-traditional destinations,
students pursuing fields of
s t ud y u nder repre s e nt e d
in study abroad, students
of non-t rad it iona l age
and students with physical
challenges. Once accepted,
Vanarthos began researching
a few schools that offered the
diversity she was looking for

and decided on the American
College of Greece.
“It’s a Greek school so I
knew I would be completely
submerged into their culture
and way of life. This was
probably the most important
factor,” the third-year public
relations student said. From
February to June, Vanarthos
hopes to visit the historical
sights of
Greece,
including
t he i s l a nd
of R hode s
from where
her fam ily
h a i l s , a nd
a t t e n d
cla s se s
ODOM
in Greek
h i stor y,
p u b l i c
relat ions
and special
e v e n t
pl a n n i n g.
T
h
e
winners
receive up
HARRIS t o $ 5, 0 0 0
to apply
t o w a r d
their study abroad finances.

S p o n s o r e d b y t h e U. S .
Department of State Bureau
of Educational and Cultural
A f f a i r s , t he ide a of t he
Gilman Scholarship program
aims to diversify the kinds of
students who study abroad
and the countries and regions
in which they travel.
W it h more t ha n 1,70 0
scholarships awarded each
year to U.S. undergraduates,
USC awarded 13 recipients
which is more than any other
university in the Southeast,
including the University of
Georgia with eight recipients
a nd Clemson Un iversit y
w it h zero recipient s.
A not her recipient of t he
Gi l ma n schola r sh ip a nd
second-year international
busi ness, econom ics a nd
entrepreneurship st udent
Ta y l o r O d o m w i l l b e
r e p r e s e nt i n g U S C t h i s
semester in the Netherlands at
the University of Groningen.
Hav i ng never t raveled
overseas before, Odom said
she chose Groningen because
it is was not t he average
choice.
Gilman ● 7

Gilman ● Continued from 6
“ I d i d n’t w a n t t o g o
some where com mon , or
anywhere touristy. I really
wanted an authentic, unAmerican adventure,” Odom
said. Fortunately, Odom has
already made friends with
a Groningen student who
will show her the sites of the
Netherlands from a native’s
perspective. To receive the
scholarship, applicants were
required to invent their own
post-study abroad project in
order to inform others about
the scholarship. Odom said it
is best to do something that
will make you stand out.
“I am creating a cookbook
with random facts about the
Netherlands with information
about the Gilman Scholarship
as well,” she said. Another
winner of the award is thirdyear international business
and finance student Gayle
Harris who plans to travel to
China and study at Shanghai
University.
“I chose t h is prog ra m
because it had all the classes
that I need for my majors and
minors,” she said.
During her eight-month
journey, she plans to attend
classes, tutor English, travel
a nd hopef u lly ear n a n
internship in China once
the semester ends. Rachel
H a r d i s o n , US C ’s s t u d y
abroad adviser, is pleased to
see the spike in applicants for
the Gilman award. With only
four national scholarships
given last year, Hardison

believes the rise in applicants
had to do with more publicity
of the grant.
“There was definitely more
awareness of the award and
more study abroad applicants
i n g e n e r a l ,” s h e s a i d .
Hardison also worked with all
20 applicants to ensure that
their applications reached
their full potential.
“This scholarship required
more of a personal essay,
like what your story is and
what you came from and how
studying abroad is going to fit
in,” she said. “Unfortunately
t hey ca n’t a l l get
scholarships.”All recipients
agree that the University and
the study abroad office were
a tremendous help in making
their journey happen.
“USC has helped me
t h rough t he appl ic at ion
pro c e s s i n m a ny w ay s ,”
Varanthos said. “First, teacher

r e f e r e nc e s wer e ne e d e d
by the A merican College
of Greece as well as t he
Gilman scholarship and my
study abroad adviser, Rachel
Hardison, helped me through
the whole process to prepare
for my semester abroad, as
well as guided me through
t he G i l m a n s c hol a r sh ip
application.”
Odom agreed.
“They genuinely want to
see you succeed and they
will go out of their way to
help you,” Odom said. For
more i n for mat ion about
t he Benjamin A . Gilman
scholarship and how to apply,
visit www.iie.org/Gilman or
USC’s study abroad office at
www.sa.sc.edu/sa.

Comments on this story?
E- m a i l s a g c k n ew @m a i l b ox.
sc.edu

TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 2010..........12:00 PM & 5:00 PM
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13, 2010.......................2:00 PM
THURSDAY, JANUARY 14, 2010........................11:00 AM

ALL WORKSHOPS ARE HELD IN RHUU 322/326

An executive officer must attend a workshop

If you have any questions regarding the workshops
please contact the
Office of Student Organizations at

803.777.2654
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USC advances in value rankings
Carolina jumps up Kiplinger’s listing
in categories such as out-of-state value,
best values in public in-state
Kara Apel

NEWS EDITOR

The University of South
Carolina is still considered
by K ipl i nger a s one of
the best values in public
u n iversit ies for i n-st ate
students, ranking No. 32
spot for the 2009-10 year.
In Kiplinger’s February
e d it ion of it s Per s on a l
Finance magazine, USC
jumped 28 spots from last
year’s ranking of 60, and its
out-of-state value moved up

to No. 58 from No. 73.
The University of North
Carolina at Chapel H ill
re c ei ve d t op honor s i n
the in-state ranking, and
other schools in the top10 i nc luded Un iver sit y
of Florida, Universit y of
Virginia, The College of
William and Mary, State
University of New York at
Binghamton, Universit y
of Georgia, University of
Washington, University of
Maryland at College Park,
State Universit y of New

York College at Geneseo
and North Carolina State
University.
State University of New
York at Binghamton won
the top spot for the outof-state ranking and other
top-10 schools i ncluded
State Universit y of New
York College at Geneseo,
The Universit y of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill,
University of Florida, The
C ol lege of New Jer se y,
The College of William
and Mar y, Universit y of
Minnesota — Twin Cities
C a mpu s , Un i ver s it y of
California — San Diego,
Nor t h Ca rol i na St ate
Un iversit y a nd Tr u ma n
State University.
K ipl i nger deter m i ned

the rankings by looking at
a combination of academics
a n d a c c o u nt a b i l it y,
a c c o r d i n g t o i t s We b
site. T he l ist st a r t s out
w it h 50 0 fou r-year
publ ic i nst it ut ions t hen
is narrowed down to 120
before decid i ng t he top
100.
Measu res of academ ic
qualit y include SAT and
ACT scores, admission and
retent ion rates, st udentfac u lt y rat ios a nd fou ra nd si x-year g raduat ion
r at e s . S c ho ol s a re a l s o
ranked based on cost and
fi nancial aid. According to
Kiplinger, academic quality
measures weigh more in
the rankings than the cost.
USC barely beat
C l e m s o n U n i v e r s i t y ’s
No. 33 r a n k i ng for i nst ate st udent s a nd on ly
fell behind Universit y of
Florida and University of
Georgia in the rankings.
A l l SEC schools except
University of Kentucky and
Mississippi University were
included in the rankings.
Scott Verzyl, associate
vice president for

enrollment management
at Carolina, said in a press
release t hat K ipl i nger’s
rankings are different from
t he U.S. News & World
Report because t hey are
based largely on objective
data, while the U.S. News
& World Report ranking
has more subjective data.
“At t he Un iver sit y of
South Carolina, we have
worked to hold the line on
costs without sacrif icing
excellence and the student
ex perience,” said Verz yl
in a press release. “This
r a n k i n g i s g o o d ne w s ,
particularly in light of these
economically challenging
times that are confronting
all of higher education.”
To r e a d m o r e a b o u t
the rank ings, visit w w w.
kiplinger.com.

AROUND THE
SEC
In-state value
Alabama 65
Arkansas 55
Auburn 63
Florida 2
Georgia 6
LSU 47
Mississippi State 88
South Carolina 32
Tennessee 58

Out-of-state
value
Comments on this story?
E- m a i l s a g c k n e w @ m a i l b ox.
sc.edu

Alabama 87
Arkansas 55
Auburn 71
Florida 4
Georgia 21
LSU 51
Mississippi State 75
South Carolina 58
Tennessee 83
Not included:
Ole Miss, Kentucky
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THE
DREAM
SHALL
NEVER
DIE
Josh Dawsey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Shad Crank lays his hand on the wall of the Slavery and Civil War Museum in Selma, Ala. Seeing the era’s hardships, the tour was a deeply moving experience for many of its participants.

The back roads of Alabama — complete with dense, wooded areas and long
stretches empty of civilization — were sites of some of the most heinous acts of
violence in the 1950s and 1960s.
Almost 50 years later, USC students had the opportunity to travel the same roads
and see where American’s darkest internal struggle of the 20th century happened.
USC’s Civil Rights Tour, sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs,
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the African
American Studies Program, happens every year during the last week of winter
break.
Last week, 27 students, along with two chaperones, made the trip through the
Deep South.

During the four-day trip, students saw many civil rights museums, heard from
various speakers and walked in the footsteps of the greatest civil rights leaders
and the fiercest segregationists of the era.
The trip began in Montgomery, where students took in museums and visited
the only church where Martin Luther King, Jr. ever served as senior pastor. Then
it moved on to Selma and Birmingham before ending at the birthplace of King in
Atlanta.
Students had the opportunity to dine and shop together during their free time,
and a bus provided by the university meant participants did not have to drive.
The trip only cost $25, paid for through USC’s Student Government, the NAACP
and an occasional grant.
For the next three days, you’ll see their adventure — told both in words and
images — through the heart of the civil rights movement.

Josh Dawsey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Josh Dawsey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Josh Dawsey

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Despite the freezing temperatures, students test the waters of the Civil Rights Memorial.

USC students tour civil rights sites,
monuments where they drew
closer to movement’s dynamic history
Josh Dawsey

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Montgomery, Ala. — The names and stories of 40
martyrs killed in the pursuit of civil rights are etched
in a circular, stone monument outside the Civil Rights
Memorial two blocks from the state Capitol here in
Montgomery.
Some were shot in the back and killed while fleeing.
Many, like Rev. George Lee , were murdered in cold
blood for helping blacks register to vote during the era of
the prohibitive Jim Crow laws.
Most of t he mu rders are st ill u nsolved, but t he
monument sits beside a fountain of frozen water here in
the 20-degree days of January to remind people of the
bloodshed that happened in this state.
Behind the fountain, the words of Martin Luther King
Jr. engrave the wall.
“…Until justice rolls down like waters and righteousness
like a mighty stream.”
Reading the stories of the martyrs and admiring the
waterfall brought about the longest pause of the day for
the group of 27 students and two chaperones here in the
Deep South. The events of the day started two blocks
away on Dexter Avenue where Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr. held church more than five decades ago.
It ended inside the museum, where the stories of those
killed — both the famous and the less well-known —
were told in vivid pictures and words.
“We had learned a lot of this, but this has solidified a
lot of what we know about the civil rights movement,”
Jaylene Williams, a fourth-year English student , said. “It
was good to see things we’ve always heard about.”
Much of the focus in Montgomery is King. Just two
blocks from the memorial sits the Dexter Street King
Memorial Baptist Church. Its claim to fame is simple:
from 1954-1960, King was the senior pastor.
Under King’s leadership, the church was a launching
site of the civil rights movement. Right after Rosa Parks
was arrested for refusing to give up her seat to a white
passenger, King assembled a group of prominent leaders
in the basement to plan the Montgomery bus boycott.
The boycott is now considered the beginning of the
movement.
But what impressed so many Wednesday was a mural
in the basement. It covers an entire wall, and it tells
the story of King’s life while incorporating many other
symbols and people from the era.
It shows an image of George Wallace, one of the
leading segregationists of the era who often led violent
opposition to integration. In the late 1970s, Wallace
visited the church and apologized for his actions.

Josh Dawsey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Nathaniel Haynes reads the names and descriptions of civil rights martyrs on the Civil Rights Memorial in Montgomery, Ala.
“The mural was beautiful, and it really captures the
entire essence of his life,” said Terrell Washington, a
second-year nursing student. “It teaches you so much of
the history.”
Others were more impressed with the church itself.
Since its beginnings in 1885, it hasn’t changed much. The
cracked wood of the original pews shows their age. The
stained glass on the front of the church is still there. And
the pulpit and furniture — picked out by King 55 years
ago — are still on the stage.
“Dr. King preached here,” said Jaimie Small, president
of USC’s Association for African-American Students.
“That’s just hard to believe, but it’s great to be where he
was.”
About 1,000 people visit the church every month for
tours, said tour guide Miriam Norris. Other visitors
attend the church’s live services every Sunday morning,
where hundreds still worship.
“It’s so inspiring that people still come here to be
inspired by Dr. K ing,” said Norris, who attends the
church herself. “It does my heart so much good.”
Down the street at the museum, the goal is to tell the
stories of those forgotten, said director Lecia Brooks.
The museum, built by the Southern Poverty Law Center,
sees about 25,000 visitors a year, Brooks said.
“This is in place to tell the story of 40 people killed

you’ve never heard of,” she said.
The museum uses plaques, interactive exhibits and
a 20-minute video to do just that. It also talks about
ongoing struggles for civil rights, including the story of a
foreign gas station owner who was killed following Sept.
11, 2001, even though he was flying American flags.
Life’s still often not equal for minorities in America.
But the museum was inspiration to make a change,
according to some on the trip.
“It’s the kind of place that helps you figure out what
you want the world to be,” Rebecca Horn, a graduate
student in public health, said.
Her comments led the group to discuss ways to be
better civil rights advocates on USC’s campus.
But song lyrics to the Billie Holiday song “Strange
Fruit” inside the memorial’s gift shop reminded the
group of the violence that they’d see in the upcoming
days: “Southern trees bear strange fruit. Blood on the
leaves and blood at the root. Black bodies swinging in the
southern breeze. Strange fruit hanging from the poplar
trees.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

JOURNALIST’S NOTEBOOK
It’s surprising how close the symbols of oppression and hatred are to
the capitol building here in Montgomery.
Less than two blocks away, there’s a former slave market. Until the
Civil War ended, blacks were treated as cattle and often viciously
branded and beaten, then sold for measly sums.
You look down the street in the other direction, and there’s the Dexter
Avenue King Memorial Baptist Church. Blacks mobilized themselves
there to plan the Montgomery bus boycott.
You’d think of the capital as a place that promotes progress and
equality for all citizens. It only seems logical Montgomery would have
been the best of a state full of hatred. But five decades ago, the state’s
leadership promoted segregation and hate. Alabama was, by most
accounts, the worst place for an African American to live. The big cities
were no different.
Now, Montgomery’s high-rise buildings here give it a sense of being
somewhat stately. The Southern Poverty Law Center’s headquarters
are here, and large banking buildings populate the city.
After riding the back roads of Alabama for hours, it’s easy to think of
the city as a booming metropolis, a sign of progress. And just as easy
as it is to think of the city as a symbol of progress, it’s just as easy to
forget the brutal civil rights fought here five decades ago.
Less than five decades ago, the signs of segregation and oppression
were on every street corner as the Jim Crow laws wouldn’t die. African
Americans were second-class citizens in every respect.
Africans Americans and white people share meals together, and
there are no colored water fountains or movie theatres. The city’s top
administrative positions have been held by African Americans.
Life’s a lot different now.
— Josh Dawsey
Assistant News Editor
Josh Dawsey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The clear, winter sky flanks the Dexter Ave. King Memorial Baptist Church.

MAY 17, 1954:
BROWN VS. BOARD
OF EDUCATION ORDERS

DEC. 1, 1955:
ROSA PARKS REFUSES
TO GIVE UP HER SEAT

APRIL 16, 1963:
REV. MARTIN LUTHER
KING JR. IS ARRESTED

SCHOOLS TO INTEGRATE.

ON A BUS, SPARKING

WHILE PROTESTING IN

MANY SCHOOLS IN THE
DEEP SOUTH RESIST THE

THE SUCCESSFUL

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. HE
LATER WRITES THE NOWFAMOUS “LETTER FROM A
BIRMINGHAM CITY JAIL.”

DECADE OR MORE.

Heroes gone, legacy remembered

Students see the tombs of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. and Coretta Scott King in Atlanta.

CIVIL RIGHTS HISTORY TIMELINE

ORDER FOR ANOTHER
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MONTGOMERY BUS
BOYCOTT.

SWEEPING DESEGREGATION

EDMUND PETTUS BRIDGE
IN SELMA, ALA., PUTTING

APRIL 4, 1968:
KING IS SHOT DEAD
ON A MEMPHIS
HOTEL BALCONY, AND
PRESIDENT JOHNSON

AND ANTI-HATE LEGISLATION

THE SLEEPY TOWN ON THE

SIGNS THE REACHING

CIVIL RIGHTS
MOVEMENT.

MAP.

CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF
1968 ONE WEEK LATER.

JULY 2, 1964:
PRESIDENT LYNDON
JOHNSON SIGNS THE CIVIL
RIGHTS ACT, THE MOST

OF THE

MARCH 7, 1965:
MARCHERS CLASH WITH
STATE TROOPERS ON THE
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Security failure
warrants overhaul
On Christmas Day, the intelligence community dropped
the ball. It just so happened that in this occasion, the ball was
a bomb.
Americans woke up on that holiday morning with a gift from
the Obama administration: a renewed sense of fear wrapped in
incompetence all tied up with a bow of denial. Janet Napolitano
had the gall to say “the system worked.” That’s like saying your
refrigerator worked when all your food went bad.
This is not a case of a terrorist
“falling through the cracks” in
Authorities the system, as officials have put
it. Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab
decided to question fell through gaping holes and
canyons. Neither was it a failure
[Abdulmutallab] to “connect the dots,” as Obama
articulated. The intelligence
when he landed. He community failed to link huge
warning signs — pulsating red
dots that said “don’t let this man
didn’t intend to.
fly.”
Abdulmutallab’s father warned
both Nigerian and American agencies that his son had become
a radical. This was in the fall. Officials in Yemen said that
Abdulmutallab had been in contact with Al-Qaeda and Anwar
al-Awlaki, the extremist preacher who sent e-mails to the Fort
Hood shooter. Authorities even realized that Abdulmutallab
shouldn’t have been allowed on the plane mid-flight. They
decided to question him when he landed. He didn’t intend to.
This security failure illustrates how lax homeland security
has become since Sept. 11. One of Bush’s few achievements
was the great improvement in airport security after the attacks.
We’ve let that disintegrate. We need to regain that capacity for
safety and improve upon it. That includes more than scanners
that can see through underwear. We need a comprehensive
security approach and intelligence agencies that communicate
with one another. Solutions need to be specific, not the elusive
policies that Obama has outlined so far.
Obama also needs to apologize for waiting to speak out about
the terror attempt instead of taking a break from vacation to
reassure Americans on day one. As Maureen Dowd points out
in a recent New York Times column, he didn’t even thank the
passengers for doing the authorities’ jobs for them. Passengers
shouldn’t be the last line of defense.

1. Tiger Woods: Yes, all
t he jok e s f or t h i s o ne
have already been made.
They’re too easy. Tiger.
Work i ng on h is sw i ng.
Hole in one. Ever y late
night host has sucked this
stor y dr y — though the
jokes sure haven’t helped
Cona n O’Brien. I ca n’t
believe Tiger is quitting
golf after he just made it
so much more interesting.
There’s no way he can fi x
his marriage, especially
af ter women d ivorc i ng
their cheating husbands
just became fashionable.
Thanks, Jenny Sanford.
Resolut ion: G et back
on t he g reen, Tiger —
you’re good at golf, not at
marriage.
2. USC: Okay, this whole
parking situation needs to
be worked out. All I hear
i s p e ople c ompl a i n i n g
about park ing, so either
our campus gets another
garage or it fi nds a lot of
land to bu ild a park ing
lot. Somet h i ng needs
to happen. St udents are
t i red of cont i nuou sly
pay ing fees for park ing
illegally just to get to class.
Resolution: More parking
or bust.
3. War: W hat is it good
for? A number of things,
act ually. It could be for
not hing — like our
quagmire in Iraq — or for
something important —
like fighting the Taliban in
Afghanistan. But whatever
t he reasons for our t wo
c u r rent foreig n p ol ic y
u lcer s , no r a sh shou ld
be allowed to linger this
long. Pre sident Ba r ack
Obama was smart to surge
in Afghanistan, and now
he says most troops will
be out of Iraq by August
of t h is yea r. But si nce
he took h is k ids to see
“Avatar” over Christmas,
I bet he’s got t he Joi nt
Chiefs working on some of

those awesome machines.
Resolution: Send mechs to
Middle East and get out by
next Monday.
4. Environment: Recycle,
recycle, recycle. This can’t
b e s t r e s s e d e nou g h t o
Americans. It is not that
hard to put a crumbled-up
piece of paper or plastic
bottle in another trash bin.
So take those next couple
of steps, be a good person
and conser ve materials.
Resolution: Use those blue
bins.
5. Hol l y wo o d : A s o ne
of t he mo st i mp or t a nt
r e s o l u t io n s , le t u s a l l
hope for “The Hangover
Two” to hit Holly wood
this year. W ho wouldn’t
want to watch a bunch of
idiots wander around the
streets of Las Vegas with
a baby, a missing toot h
and a random tiger with
no owner? I wonder where
these bad boys will end up
next. Resolution: A sequel.
6. Health care: Get the bill
passed and get it going.
Before t he Republicans
have a chance to end the
majority in the upcoming
elections, Obama has to
act. This is the fi nal push,
a n d i f t h e D e m o c r at s
fail now, the window for
reform will be closed for
t he f ut u re. Resolut ion:
Cure t he disease in t he
American system.
7. The Daily Gamecock:
W h at a re we doi ng i n
2010 ? Fu l l c olo r. 3 - D
glasses for in-you rf ace new s. 10 page s of
Sudokus. 500 Viewpoints
columnists, including Paul
Krugman and Karl Rove.
G a r f ield i n t he com ic s
sect ion. A nd t he paper
will be made out of candy.
Resolution: Awesomeness.
8 . I r a n : M a n y d o n’t
real ize t hat I ra n is t he
most adva nced cou nt r y
in t he M iddle East.
It’s just run by lunatics.

A nd now protestors are
fighting back against these
l u n a t i c s . S i n c e Ju n e’s
d isputed president ia l
election, the government’s
legitimacy has crumbled.
The theocracy is cracking
dow n w it h v iolence
against opposition leaders,
ac c u s i ng prot e s tor s of
“wa r r i ng aga i nst G od”
a nd doi ng ever y t h i ng
in its power to maintain
control. Still, the Iranian
revolut ion cont i nue s,
w it h t he populace even
more f urious t han ever.
A democratic Iran would
be a powerful ally, if we
played ou r cards r ight.
Resolution: Democracy.
9. Weight: Oh the classic
New Yea r’s resolut ion.
A ssist a nt V iew poi nt s
e d it o r R y a n Q u i n n i s
pledging lose 500 pounds,
a nd V iew poi nt s E d itor
Marilynn Joyner is going
to shoot for 1,000. That’ll
put us in the negative, so
we’re also planning to eat
10 times as much. Away
w it h Ch icken Fi nger
We d n e s d a y , i n w i t h
C h i c k e n F i n g e r Ye a r.
R e s o l u t i o n : Aw e s o m e
beach bod.
10.A rmaggedon:
O n J a n u a r y 7, 2 0 1 0 ,
Astronomers built up the
courage to announce that
a star explosion, which is
less than 3,260 light-years
aw a y i n ou r g a l a x y, i s
supposed to explode and
wipe out the ozone, which
in result w ill k ill all of
us. So, I guess 2012 was
just a prediction of when
the Earth would crumble.
Disregard every resolution
above since the Earth will
be executed. Resolution:
End it all in 2010.
Ryan Quinn, second-year
print journalism student and
Marilyn Joyner, second-year
English and dance student

USC must make space for parking solutions
Parking garages too expensive,
street meters hard to find,
student permits don’t guarantee
New Year’s resolutions are usually goals individuals
have been putting off since the prior year. USC
should make its resolution to tackle those parking
problems that have been disregarded in the past.
Parking is an issue for many students. Buying a
parking pass seems easy: log-in to VIP and request
a pass. Unfortunately, it’s not that simple. Spaces
depend on where you’d like to park and the cash
you’re willing to deal out. If your wallet is still
recuperating from Christmas, the student parking
permit looks like a good deal. These permits range
from $5—70. But let’s not be naïve — we all know
there’s a catch when saving money. You sacrifice some
quality.
This is the case with student parking permits.
Yes, you’re permitted to park in designated student
lots. Yes, it’s cheaper than other parking options.

The catch: parking spots in lots aren’t reserved.
Therefore, parking isn’t guaranteed. Never bank
on parking at a specific lot so you can get to class
on time. In fact, never bank on getting a spot at all.
Sometimes lots are full and you have to park at a
metered spot. That is, if there are any left. In addition
to your frustrating parking situation, you’ll be paying
for a permit and a meter.
Also, you have to be aware of time restraints. Some
lots have times parking isn’t permitted. In addition,
lots aren’t secured. There isn’t a key or code required
to enter the lots. For these reasons, many students
choose the alternative: parking garage permits.
Parking garages require a passkey to enter, which
makes many students more confident leaving their
vehicles unattended.
Furthermore, parking in garages is guaranteed.
Though spots aren’t specifically reserved, the garage
provides enough spaces for those with permits. Feel
like this is your solution to the nightmare? Think
again. The permits cost $260 or $320. Oh, did I
mention that’s for one semester?
If you can handle the price, there are still other

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

unresolved issues. Most students have classes across
campus. If you have a parking garage permit for
Horizon but a class in the BA building, you still have
to find a way from point A to point B. Timing the
shuttle may be easier since parking is
guaranteed, but the hassle of finding
a way across campus may not be
worth the cost of the garage spot.
Although you can use the garage
permit in “Any Decal” lots, you’re
back to square one with no parking
guaranteed.
Jessica
If you think both these options
Hardin
Second-year
aren’t going to work for you and
print
you want to chance it with finding
journalism
a spot each day, you’re in for one
student
big headache. Not only is hourly
garage parking expensive, it also isn’t
guaranteed. Metered spots are hard to come by, and
the cost starts adding up quickly.
The time to finally end this parking battle has
come. USC needs figure out how to make parking
both practical and economical for students.

Entering a new semester,
we should reflect on the failed
terrorist attack in Detroit.
T h i s h a s i n e v it a b l y l e d
people to grant more power
to the State, as always seems
to happen during a crisis.
Repeatedly we hear bipartisan
c l a mor i ng for ne w b o d y
scanners that will see through
your clothes.
You know, if we are to be
truly safe, we need to make
su re ever ybody who goes
through the airport is forced
to b e c av it y sea rc hed to
prevent terrorism (relax, I was
being sarcastic). Actually, this
is a big deal because the images
of people goi ng t h rough
t he sca n ners show n by
mainstream media outlets are
inaccurate. StephanKinsella.
com and LewRockwell.com
have the actual pictures the
Tr a n s p or t at ion S e c u r it y
Adm inist rat ion t hugs get
to see. These scanners will
prov ide a boom i n ch i ld
p or nog r aphy i f c h i ld ren
are forced to go t h rough
it, and enrich lobbyists of
the manufacturers of body
scanners,
l i ke M ichael
Chertoff .
Now that
t he St ate ha s
thoroughly
scared you at
t he airport,
Will Potter it i s t i m e t o
First-year
t er ror i z e t he
economics
rest of society.
student
If you’re tired
of the same old
enemies like Al Qaeda (which
seems to be the modern day
Europa) and t he Taliban.
Apparently, Yemen, which
nobody can locate on a map, is
a new threat to the American
Empire. No worries: Obama is
on top of killing more civilians
in Yemen to enrich more
defense contractors. Also, our
dear friend Iran seems to be
hell-bent on getting WMDs,
accord i ng to t he Oba m a
administration. Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Admiral Mike Mullen is on
full alert for all “possibilities”
for the Iranian situation.
In the upcoming months
we face the prospect of an
even more invasive state and
the potential for endless war
throughout the Middle East.
We face strip searches, drafts
and wealth redistributions to
politically-connected defense
corporations. W hy do the
terrorists hate us? Could it
be they hate our way of life?
Or maybe it’s that they never
know when a Predator drone
could come by and blow up
their houses, k illing their
wives and children, all while
we c l a i m t o b r i n g t he m
freedom? The failure of the
Obama administration and
the prior Bush administration
is why we continue to live in a
State of Fear.
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“A story should have a beginning, a middle and an end ... but
not necessarily in that order.”
— Jean-Luc Godard
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TV

SHOWS

OF

2009

Lindsay Wolfe
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From the finale of long-running drama “ER” to the premiere of pop culture phenomenon “Glee,” 2009 was bursting with top-notch TV. We’ve managed to whittle our many favorites
down to these five:

5. Lost
Network: ABC
Time: Tuesdays at 9
p.m.
The most remark able
thing about the fifth season
of “Lost” was that, through
some bang-up writing from
Damon Lindelof, Carlton Cuse
and Co., it made time travel
seem almost simple. As Daniel
Faraday ( Jeremy Davies) says
countless times, “W hatever
happened, happened.” There’s
a difference between “Lost”
a nd convolut ed, a nd w it h
Hurley’s ( Jorge Garcia) selfaware dialogue acting as a line
of defense for confused viewers
w it hout pat ron izi ng t hem,
ABC’s sci-fi behemoth stays
remarkably out of convoluted
territory.

3. 30 Rock

4. Battlestar Galactica
Network: SyFy
The always-relevant space
opera may have put some off
with a deus ex machina solution
to Starbuck’s (Katee Sackhoff )
disappearance, but Ron Moore
a nd Dav id Eick ’s reboot of
t he late-’70s original makes
the list for a final season full
of completely satisfying human
plot threads coupled with killer
special effects. Revolutionaryturned-politician Tom Zarek’s
(Richard Hatch) mutiny midseason is almost more terrifying
than the final showdown with
the cylons. After the sting of
fi nding Earth a burnt-out husk,
the stretched alliance between
humans and cylons brings an
urgent tension that propelled the
series to its conclusion without a
moment wasted.

Network: NBC
Time: Thursdays
at 9:30 p.m.

With the most beautiful costumes,
sets and cinematography on television,
it might be best just to look at “Mad
Men.” Merely look at your own risk,
however, because the ‘60s period drama
also has some of the sharpest writing
and act ing on telev ision. M ichael
Weiner of “The Sopranos” fame leads
a team of writers who know how to
make character motivation clear to
viewers. Especially well-written are
the downtrodden women who either
endu re a heav y bar rage of sex ual
harassment in the Sterling Cooper
office or toil endlessly in the homes
of the company’s account executives.
So when Betty Draper (Golden Globe
nominee January Jones) leaves husband
Don Draper (Golden Globe nominee
Jon Hamm) at the season’s end, viewers
know it’s about time.

Season four v ies w it h season
one for the show’s best, and tops
our list of the best of 2009. Blood
spatter analyst, father and serial
k iller Dexter Morgan (M ichael
C. Hall) meets his match in the
Trinity Killer, superbly acted by
John Lit hgow, in a plot t hread
that fi nds Dexter’s wife Rita ( Julie
Benz) dead and Dexter thrust into
single fatherhood. Add to that the
clever resurgence of loose ends from
season one’s Ice Truck Killer thread;
swift, dark humor and unfailingly
consistent characterization and it’s
not hard to see that “Dexter” is
killing it (in the best sense of the
phrase).
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Past decade sees music flounder
Lady Gaga, Soulja Boy
mark serious decline
since high point in ‘60s,‘70s

Network hopes to push
O’Brien, Fallon shows back

Colin Campbell
STAFF WRITER

Joe Flint
MCT Campus

L O S A N G E L E S — J a y L e n o ’s
primetime career on NBC will end Feb.
12. Whether Conan O’Brien’s late-night
career w it h t he net work w ill also be
ending next month remains to be seen.
Speaking to reporters at the semi-annual
Television Critics Association’s press tour,
N BC Universal Telev ision Chairman
Jeff Gaspin confi rmed the network will
move Leno back to 11:35 p.m. when the
Winter Olympics concludes at the end of
February.
A lt hough Leno’s week night 10 p.m
show was performing at an acceptable
level for the network, “it did not meet our
affi liates’ needs,” Gaspin said. NBC’s big
affiliate groups, including broadcasters
Hearst Corp. and Gannett Co., had been
very vocal about how Leno’s show was
hurting their local news.
A movement was afoot a mong t he
groups to push Leno’s show to 11 p.m. and
put local news in the 10 p.m. slot. “This
was not going to go well if that was the
case,” Gaspin said regarding the threat
of preemptions from affiliates. NBC’s
audience had dropped about 30 percent in
the three months since Leno went on at 10
p.m. The effect on the affi liates, he said,
“forces them to force our hand.”

Network: Showtime

Network: AMC

Now in its fourth season, the
Tina Fey-helmed show, which
mu st be i n for med by Fe y ’s
years of work on “Sat u rday
Night Live,” seems to only be
getting better. From an awfully
c a r ic at u r e d y e t u lt i m at e l y
sensible assessment of Southern
l i f e i n t he e pi s o de “ St o ne
Mountain” (There are no simple
people; ever yone is equa l ly
aw f ul.), to Fey’s u nfailingly
self-deprecating portrayal of
Liz Lemon, “30 Rock” proves it
deserves all the Golden Globes it
is sure to sweep up.

NBC moves Leno
back to late night

1. Dexter

2. Mad Men

MCT Campus

Conan O’Brien’s show may move to 12:05
a.m. following Leno’s move to 11:35 p.m.
Gaspin said the network still is trying
to fi nalize deals with Leno, O’Brien and
Jimmy Fallon. NBC’s hope is to put Leno
back at 11:35 p.m., followed by O’Brien at
12:05 a.m and then Fallon at 1:05 a.m.
“As much as I’d like to tell you we have
a done deal, the talks are still going on,”
Gaspin said.
Leno is on board with NBC’s shift in
direction. O’Brien has not yet been sold
on the idea of his show being pushed to
12:05. Gaspin said Leno and O’Brien
h ave been “i nc red ibly g r ac iou s a nd
professional” about the whole situation.
Although O’Brien would technically keep
Leno ● 14

The past thirt y years in music have
been a disappointment after the splendor
of the ‘60s and ‘70s, when disco enjoyed
its small stint. When the ‘80s and ‘90s
brought ha i r met a l, boy ba nds a nd
grunge, music headed in a down-hill
direction. Looking back now, it appears
t hat we have concluded yet a not her
decade of generally dismal music.
Disagree? Fine. There were, as in any
decade, a few decent new acts breaking
onto the scene. However, when Lady
G aga manages to secure Grammy
nom inat ions for A lbu m of t he Year,
Record of the Year and Song of the Year
for 2009, one must concede that a new
level of mediocrit y has been reached.
It’s time for the musical community to
ask itself, how will the past decade be
remembered?
In a decade of low points for music,
the all-time worst is awarded to rapper
and YouTube sensation Soulja Boy. He
managed to top the charts for a total of
seven weeks with “Crank That,” possibly
the most mind-numbing piece of music
ever produced, solely because of a catchy
dance.
The British songwriter M.I.A. reached
No. 4 on the Billboard Top 100 with
“Paper Planes,” a song featuring a chorus
consisting almost completely of gunshots

and cash register “chings.” Did I mention
t hat t he back i ng is sa mpled f rom a
Clash song? W here exact ly does t he
songwriting come into play?
Speaking of British artists who don’t
w r ite t hei r ow n mater ia l, Coldplay
enjoyed the fame that comes along with
being a New Age U2 cover band with a
different name, and even won a Grammy
for Best Song by ripping off shred legend
Joe Satriani’s “If I Could Fly” with their
newest, “Viva La Vida.”
Fo r m e r ‘ N Sy n c m e m b e r Ju s t i n
T i m b e r l a k e b r o u g h t “ S e x y b a c k ,”
prompting the masses to buy his CDs
without questioning where it had gone
or who died and put him in charge of it.
His girlfriend of the 1990s, pop legend
Britney Spears, had a breakdown and
a comeback, though after listening to
“Gimme More” and “Womanizer” one
almost w ishes she had just stayed in
celebrity oblivion.
Another trend of the past decade was
a type of falsetto-pop that sprung up to
major commercial success including, but
not limited to, Owl City’s “Firef lies,”
James Blunt’s “You’re Beautiful,” Daniel
Powter’s “Bad Day” and Train’s “Soul
Sister.” With nothing more than catchy
ballad melodies and eerily high-pitched
male voices, how did we allow t hese
heartrending vocalists to get stuck in our
heads?
On another note, the Black Eyed Peas
would like to inform anyone who missed
t he mu lt iple a n nou ncement s: “That
tonight’s gonna be a good night.”
I n t h e 19 9 4 m o v i e “A i r h e a d s ,”
Music ● 14

Music ● Continued from 13
modern-rocker Chazz responds
to the criticism, “No offense, but
today’s music doesn’t have a whole
lot to say” with “So you’re gonna
tell me t hat ‘Purple Haze’ says
something?”
Not to say that “Purple Haze”
had a driving lyrical message, but
one has to award the song itself
musical precedence over anything
that has come out in the past ten
years.
Commercialism, it’s sad to say,
has been allowed to take over the
music industry and make rich the
likes of Miley Cyrus and Kanye
West while depriving listeners of
meaning and message. I nstead,
they sell what is “catchy.”
Hopefully, the future of music
will move away from this profitbased m indset a nd back to t he
greatness that it has enjoyed in past
decades.
Courtesy of MCT Campus
Lady Gaga, nominated for a Grammy for record
of the year, proves that the music industry is in a
serious decline since the ‘60s and ‘70s.
Leno ● Continued from 13
the title of host of NBC’s “The Tonight
Show,” a 12:05 a.m. program was not what
he signed on for and his camp may try to
test the waters.
There may be costly penalties to him and
NBC if he decides to go that route. Fox has
whispered it may be interested in O’Brien,
but that network would have a tough time
persuading their affi liates to jump into late
night. Fox may just be trying to make a
complicated situation for NBC even more

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

difficult.
ABC has indicated it is not interested at
the moment in changing its late-night lineup
of “Nightline” and “Jimmy Kimmel Live.”
Gaspin said Comcast Corp., the cable giant
that is buying a controlling stake in NBC
from parent company General Electric Co.,
had no role in the Leno-O’Brien decision.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
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Jimmy’s Top 10 Movies of 2009
‘Inglourious Basterds,’ ‘The Hurt Locker,’ ‘Up in the Air’ land among the best
Jimmy Gilmore
THE MIX EDITOR

1. Inglourious Basterds
World War II may be the subject of more
fi lms than any other historical event, but
no historical fi lm in recent memory seem
quite as audacious as director Quentin
Tarantino’s violent opus. In rewriting the
history of the war, “Basterds” provides a
unique kind of wish fulfillment. It turns
sadistic violence into a campy send-up of
historical reverence and pushes to the limit
fi lm’s ability to imagine and craft its own
version of history.

2. The White Ribbon
Austrian director Michael
H a n e k e ’s f i l m s a r e
sometimes impenetrable,
their ambiguity bordering
on confounding. Even at
their most difficult, they
are also ver y profou nd
and caref ully designed.
This careful examination
of recurring violence in a
repressed German town
in 1914 borders on formal
perfection; all the visual
elements work in sublime
unison.

3. The Hurt Locker
The best and most mature
film about the Iraq War to
date, K at h r y n Bigelow ’s
airtight thriller ratchets up a
devastating level of suspense
and somehow manages to
su st a i n it for t he ent i re
running time. Following an
elite bomb squad through
urban streets and deserts
where deat h l ie s i nc he s
below the sand, it details the
spontaneity of violence and
the relentlessness of life as a
foot soldier.

4. A Serious Man
The Coen brot hers
focustheir sharply
realized and borderline
misanthropic explorations
of culture squarely on a
seemingly cursed Jewish
professor awash in t he
1960s. The result is an
ambiguous, nuanced and
outrageous black comedy
about the constraints of
religion on societ y and
individual choice.

5. (500) Days of Summer
The boy-meets-girl romant ic
comedy formula is nothing new,
but t h is qu i rk y i ndependent
f e at u re bu r s t s at t he s e a m s
with visual invention. From an
impromptu dance number to a
split-screen fa ntasy, it seems
to reinvent the genre from the
ground up.

10
7. Up in the Air
Ja son Reit m a n’s t h i rd
feat u re is ef for t less i n
it s char m a nd g race, a
per fec t ly pitched look
at our national anxieties
related t h rough t he
tragicomic lens of George
C lo o ne y ’s “t r a n s it io n
cou nselor,” a man who
makes a killing off firing
others. It’s a small, witty
portrait of professional
crisis and personal
discovery.

6. Antichrist
It polarizes audiences
l i ke a l most no ot her
w it h it s f ra n k a nd
excessive violence, but
this meditation on the
evil natures of man and
woman is a commanding
and stunningly
executed examination of
psychological breakdown
and trauma.

8. Fantastic Mr. Fox
Wes A nderson’s penchant for dioramic
storytelling and quirky families perfectly
ma r r ies t h is stop -mot ion a n i mat ion
adaptation of the Roald Dahl classic. Superb
voice acting underscores the highly stylized
sets and character motion. It feels like
walking into a wildly entertaining dream.

9. Moon
20 09 was a g reat year for
science fiction and fantasy,
and “Moon” is a brooding,
overlooked cerebral treat in
the vein of “Blade Runner”
or “Solaris.” Sam Rockwell,
one of Hol ly wood’s most
underrated character
actors, gives a tour de force
performance in this thoughtprovoking study of isolation
and identity crisis.

10. In the Loop
Profa n it y f l ies a m i le a
minute in this delirious and
occasionally dist ressi ng
satire of colloquial politics,
where delegates from Britain
and the U.S. jockey to either
jumpstart or avert a vague war
in an unnamed Middle-Eastern
cou nt r y. The dialog ue and
performances are razor-sharp
in their comedic potency.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Neal’s Top 10 Movies of 2009
Sci-fi and animation rule this list of the year’s best
Neal Hughes

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Hurt Locker
Lauded by c r it ic s
and audiences alike,
Kathyrn Bigelow’s taut
war thriller brings more
than a heightened pulse
to the table. Providing
the audience an inside
view of an elite bomb
squad assigned to defuse
more than just bombs
i n I r aq, “ T he Hu r t
Locker” shows a human
perspective of the war
that has been absent.

A Serious Man
Originally meant to be
the Coen brothers’ recovery
movie from the devastatingly
brilliant “No Country for
Old Men,” “A Serious Man”
follows a middle-age Jewish
man whose life is crumbling
around him at an alarming
rate. As the film unfolds, the
Coens peel back layers using
sy mbolism and excellent
parallels. The film requires
multiple viewings to glean all
that is crammed into it.

Up
Pi x a r’s latest
t r iu mph , “ Up”
is hysterical and
he a r t felt . It i s
hard to believe an
animated movie
could be t he
most emotionally
intelligent f ilm
of the year. It is
impossible to leave
wit hout feeling
”Up”lifted.

(500) Days of
Summer
Finally, a romantic comedy
that didn’t make me want to
lay down in the middle of
I-20. “(500) days of Summer”
is f u n ny and sent imental
without falling victim to the
Nicholas Sparks syndrome.
However, the best part about
the movie was its freshness
and creativity, something that
has seemingly gone extinct in
this genre.

The best foreig n
language film of the year,
“Sin Nombre” seduces
you with the beautiful
ci nematog raphy a nd
bolsters the beautiful
visuals with a powerful
story of friendship. “Sin
Nombre” persuades the
viewer to let their guard
down and then violently
shakes them with its
gritty portrayal of the
gang horrors south of
the border.

10

Precious
The most difficult movie to
view on this list, “Precious”
depicts a grisly tale of abuse
a nd negle c t . D r i ve n b y
the superb performance of
Mo’Nique, “Precious” falls
u nder requ ired v iew i ng.
T hough it may not be
enjoyable, “Precious”
provides a genuine emotional
journey.

Sin Nombre

Star Trek
Before J.J. Abrams came into
the picture, the only mention
of “Star Trek” was usually in a
punch line. Now the impossible
has happened: “Star Trek” has
become cool (before, Trekkies
would have settled for socially
acceptable), and even people
who aren’t fluent in Klingon
are anticipating future releases
in the franchise.

District 9
After “Lord of the Rings,”
Peter Jackson could put
his name on any concept
and I would be interested.
“ D i s t r ic t 9 ” i s a r a re
cinematic jewel that keeps
t he s u r p r i s e s c o m i n g
throughout and is truly
what sci-fi film should aim
for.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Fantastic Mr.
Fox
Smart, witty and
qu i rk y c a n ea si ly
sum up “Fantastic
Mr. Fox.” Adapted
from a Roald
D a h l no v e l , We s
Anderson creates a
vastly entertaining
c h i l d r e n ’s s t o r y
t hat rivals t he
likes of “Up” and
i s rem i n i s c ent of
“Chicken Run” and
other wryly written
films.

Avatar
The major recipient of the president’s economic stimulus
package, “Avatar’s” mammoth budget weighed in at a
whopping $500 million. I just hoped the movie could live up
to half of the hype it garnered. “Avatar” pleasantly surprised
me with unmatched visuals and a plot that did not take away
from the spectacle.
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Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene
USC
THE MESSENGER
3, 6 & 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre,
937 Main St.

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

TODAY

PhD ● By Jorge Chan

TOMORROW

THE WIZARD OF OZ
7:30 p.m., $46
Koger Center for the Arts, 1051 Greene St.

LIONESS
6 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

TRIVIA NIGHT
8 p.m., free
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

THE CRIES OF W/ TYLER MELASHANKO
$5, 7 p.m.
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.

JOSH & JORDAN OF THE MOVEMENT W/
CHARLES WILKIE OF LEFTY AT THE WHASHOUT
9 p.m., $5
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.

FAMILY NIGHT AT EDVENTURE
5 p.m., $1
EdVenture, 211 Gervais St.

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=
ARIES A pet project is
just about ready to be rolled
out. Adapt the structure to
each application you have in
mind. Party later.
TAU RUS

You may
struggle today to find the
r ight words to conv i nce
others. Less pressure gets
better results. Imagination
inspires co-workers.

GEMINI

Any effort
you ma ke at work ha s a
positive long-term impact on
your career. Love blossoms
behind the scenes, which
could distract.

CANCER Choose one
or two people to spend your
time with today. You can’t
satisfy everyone, so don’t try.
Instead, please yourself. It’s
contagious.

LEO

A f riend or co-

worker clones your efforts,
doubling your work. That’s
a huge relief, because there’s
more than you’d planned.

V IRGO

Take care of
yourself. Prepare comfort
food to take wit h you to
work or school. Tack le a
responsibility early. You can
complete it easily now.

LIBR A Opportunities
abound for clever
management of work and
co-workers. For best results,
share the emotions behind
any rigid ideas.
S COR PIO You’r e
home free if you take the
c reat ive pat h a nd a l low
change to occur organically.
A loved one provides two or
three brilliant ideas.
S AGI T TA R I US
Flex your mental muscles,

f irst in private, t hen
among friends. Everyone’s
imagination is in third gear.
Document all ideas for the
future.

CAPRICORN Have
a serious conversation with
yourself. No one else has
to be involved. Once that’s
done, gather the necessary
materials to reach your goal.

AQUA RIUS Don’t
tr y to do ever y thing
yourself. Yes, it would be
great if you could. It’s better
to share with at least one
person who appreciates your
point of view.
PISCES A new person
brings opportunities that
are right up your alley. Is it
already a done deal? Check
with your partner to work
out the details.
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University 101 Peer Leader Program
Make a differ

ence!

Get involved!

Become a Peer Lead

er!

For more info visit: www.sc.edu/univ101
ACROSS
1 Urge forward
6 Rock genre
involving
ﬂamboyant garb
10 Hasn’t yet paid
14 __ Gras
15 Insolvent
banking giant,
familiarly
16 Green Hornet’s
sidekick
17 War on terror foe
19 Yardstick division
20 Cake-making
aid
21 1492 ship
22 Crow’s-nest cry
24 Tex-__ cuisine
25 Litigator’s org.
26 Elton John
tribute
rededicated to
Princess Diana
35 Util. product
36 Crock-Pot meals
37 Not in port
38 Litigator’s ﬁeld
39 “__ Got a Lovely
Bunch of
Coconuts”: old
song
40 Hens do it
41 Hwy. mishap
respondents
43 Three-time
Masters champ
Sam
45 Crumbly cheese
46 “Alice Adams”
novelist
49 Pickle holder
50 Ballot marks
51 Canal country
54 Bar in a grill
56 Tarzan raiser
59 Economist Smith
60 Donald Trump
catchphrase, and
hint to the ﬁrst
two, three and
four letters,
respectively, of
17-, 26- and
46-Across
63 Donate
64 Ticklish Muppet
65 Exorbitant
interest
66 Change of a ﬁve

67 Johnny of “Public
Enemies”
68 Sugar bowl
cubes
DOWN
1 Mosque ofﬁcial
2 Leg-covering
skirt
3 Grand __: auto
race
4 Publishing VIPs
5 Model train
giant
6 Rock star
Stefani or
actress
Verdon
7 Vesuvius output
8 French friend
9 Islamic clerics
10 1945 Paciﬁc
battle site
11 Magician’s rod
12 Engrave, in a
way
13 Manhattan
district
18 Repairs
23 Honest prez
24 XL squared
26 TV star, e.g.
27 Texas shrine
28 Not familiar with
29 Turner

Solutions

autobiography
30 “No chance!”
31 Fine-tune
32 Archipelago part
33 “Groovy!”
34 Israeli war hero
Moshe
42 Orange Place on
a Monopoly
board
43 Got off course
44 The South
45 NFL
three-pointers
47 Meat with eggs
48 Trawler’s haul

51 Half a Samoan
city
52 Tennis score
53 Main church
section
54 __ pump: waste
disposal device
55 Yorick’s skull, e.g.
56 Calla lily family
57 Cop’s quarry
58 “Grand” ice
cream brand
61 Cheer for a
matador
62 Terre Haute sch.
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BIRMINGHUMBLED
Gamecocks close year
with loss to UConn in
Papajohns.com Bowl
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

It was supposed to be a day of
celebration and excitement for South
Carolina football.
It ended up bei ng one of
disappointment and apology.
“The first thing I want to do
i s ap olog i z e t o ab out 30 ,0 0 0
Gamecocks that came down here to
see a football game and we couldn’t
put one on,” USC coach Steve
Spurrier said. “I thought we were
ready to play.”
A year after an utter dismantling
at the hands of Iowa in the Outback
Bowl, all signs pointed to Jan. 2
and the Papajohns.com Bowl in
Birmingham, Ala., being a chance
for USC to exorcise the demons of
New Year’s Day 2009 in Tampa, Fla.
It didn’t turn out that way; the
good vibrations and euphoria after
a 34-17 upset of arch-rival Clemson
in the regular season finale all but
evaporated in a 20-7 loss to UConn.
“Our offense was very sad; our
defense was not as good as it is most
of the time,” Spurrier said. “We
thoroughly got beat by a better
team.”
With an estimated two-thirds of
the crowd USC supporters and a
supposedly inferior Big East team
in front of them, Carolina (7-6) was

Butch Dill / The Associated Press

Carolina receiver Jason Barnes holds onto a pass despite a hard hit from
UConn’s Robert McClain in USC’s 20-7 Papajohns.com Bowl loss.
expected to win its second bowl
under Spurrier and fifth in school
history, heading into the offseason
wit h a f ull head of steam. The
Huskies (8-5) had other plans.
“All I can do is apologize,” Spurrier
said.
Behind 126 rushing yards from
A ndre Dixon and a big 37-yard
touchdown reception from Kashif
Moore, UConn found just enough
success on of fense wh ile USC
sputtered with the ball.

Turning t he ball over t w ice,
com m it t i ng fou r pena lt ie s to
UCon n’s none a nd goi ng on ly
three-of-15 on third downs, the
Gamecocks found themselves down
20-0 early in the fourth quarter and
couldn’t recover. Brian Maddox’s
2-yard scoring run got USC on
the scoreboard with 3:24 left in the
game, but it was too little, too late.
“ Ju st t horough ly got b e at ,”
Spurrier said. “I don’t know what
else to say. I’m embarrassed.”

W h ile Spurrier remained
composed, his quarterback struggled
to do so. Tearing up and stopping
to gather himself several times,
Stephen Garcia was devastated after
the game.
“It’s very disappointing,” Garcia
said. “I’m most disappointed for the
seniors, more than anything.
“ We d i d n’t [ g e t a n y t h i n g
on of fense]). It showed on t he
scoreboard.”
A ll-A merican linebacker Eric
Norwood, playing his final game
at South Carolina, echoed those
sentiments.
“It’s just embarrassing to come
down here and play the way we did,”
he said. “We didn’t give up, we played
hard; we just didn’t make plays.”
Everyone on the USC side was
quick to give kudos to UConn coach
Randy Edsall and his team. However,
at least one Gamecock felt the team
learned to respect the Huskies the
hard way.
“I think we didn’t take it as serious
as we were supposed to,” center
Garrett Anderson said. “I think a
lot of guys felt that since we’re in
the SEC and they’re in the Big East,
we should’ve won. That we were
supposed to win; that we didn’t have
to earn the game.”
As it turned out, that wasn’t the
case.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

CAMDEN NATIVE JOINS
USC COACHING STAFF
Elliott leaves Appalachian State to
replace departed Wolford
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Appalachian State offensive line coach Shawn
Elliott, a Camden native, was named to the same
position at South Carolina on Jan. 3.
“We’re thrilled to have Shawn Elliott join our
coaching staff at South Carolina,” said Steve
Spurrier in a press release. “Shawn is a native of
South Carolina and is excited about the opportunity
to coach here. He has an outstanding record
coaching the O-line and winning championships.
He is ready for the next challenge and is excited
about coaching in the SEC and in Division I
football.”

Elliott, 36, replaces Eric Wolford, who left
Carolina after one season in December to accept
the head coaching position at Youngstown State.
“I’m really excited about the opportunity to
coach at South Carolina,” Elliott said. “It will be a
challenging job and one that I am looking forward
to and embracing. I’m excited about getting there
on Monday and hitting the ground running.”
Elliott, an Appalachian State graduate and fouryear letter winner from 1992-96, was a part of the
coaching staff at ASU during the Mountaineers’
three consecutive FCS (formerly Division I-AA)
national championship seasons (2005-07). He has
coached 12 FCS All-American selections in his
career.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Photo Courtesy of ASU Sports Information

Elliott will coach the offensive line and act as
running game coordinator for USC.

The Daily Gamecock SEC All-Bowl Team
Honors for league
standouts of 2009
postseason play
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

QB Tim Tebow (Florida)
The legend saved his best for
last, bidding the Gator Nation
farewell with a career night ,
throwing for 482 yards and three
touchdowns and adding 51 yards
and another score on the ground
in Florida’s 51-24 Sugar Bowl
thrashing of Cincinnati.

RB Dexter McCluster (Ole Miss)
T he sen ior t a i lback torched
Oklahoma State, picking up 184
yards and two touchdowns on the
ground and catching five balls for
45 yards in Ole Miss’s 21-7 Cotton
Bowl triumph.

One Bowl loss to Penn State.
TE Aaron Hernandez (Florida)
Hernandez too had a big Sugar
Bowl, hauling in nine receptions
for 111 yards and a score.

Offensive Line – Florida
The Gators had 659 yards of total
offense and a career night from its
quarterback thanks in large part to
the play of the guys up front.

DL Ladi Ajiboye (USC)
A j i b o y e h a d 10 t a c k l e s i n
t he t r e nc he s f or US C i n t he
Gamecocks’ 20-7 Papajohns.com
Bowl loss to UConn.

DL Marcell Dareus (Alabama)
Dareus’ 28-yard intercept ion
return for a touchdown at the end
of the fi rst half gave ‘Bama a 24-6
lead it never relinquished, and
his hit on UT quarterback Colt
McCoy knocked the All-American
out of the game.

DL Carlos Dunlap (Florida)

RB Mark Ingram (Alabama)
The Heisman winner rushed for
116 yards and two touchdowns in
Alabama’s 37-21 win over Texas in
the BCS National Championship
Game.

LB Freddy Burton (Arkansas)
Burton had 12 tackles and a sack
in Arkansas’ 20-17 overtime win
over ECU in the Liberty Bowl.

LB Jerry Franklin (Arkansas)
Franklin had 10 tackles and an
interception for the Hogs.
LB Patrick Trahan (Ole Miss)
Tr a ha n had a n i ntercept ion
and a 34-yard fumble return for a
touchdown late to seal the Cotton
Bowl win.
DB Chad Jones (LSU)
T he Tiger s’ C ol lege World
Ser ies st a r kept on sh i n i ng i n
postseason play, registering eight
tackles, a forced fumble and two
passes defended.

DB Walter McFadden (Auburn)
McFadden did it all in Auburn’s
wild 38-35 Outback Bowl overtime
win against Northwestern, nabbing
nine tackles and two interceptions,
one of which he returned 100 yards
for a touchdown.

DB Neiko Thorpe (Auburn)
Thorpe may have been the SEC
Bowl M V P w it h 14 tack les, an
interception, a pass defended and
last, but certainly not least, a gamesaving tackle on Northwestern’s
fake field goal at the end of the
game.

RB Derrick Locke (Kentucky)
Locke racked up 170 total allpurpose yards in UK’s 21-13 Music
City Bowl loss to Clemson.

WR Riley Cooper (Florida)
Ti m Ter r i f ic m ade s u re h is
roommate wasn’t left out in New
Orleans, hitting Cooper up with
seven receptions for 181 yards and
a touchdown.
WR Brandon LaFell (LSU)
LaFell had five catches for 87
yards and a score in a 19-17 Capital

Dunlap sacked Cincy quarterback
Tony Pike twice in Dunlap’s return
after being suspended for the SEC
Championship Game.

K Alex Tejada (Arkansas)

Dave Martin / The Associated Press

It wasn’t for a title, but Tim Tebow
ended up having a great final act.

A f ter watching his ECU
counterpart miss several kicks in
t he blustering Memphis winds,
Tejada nailed the game-winning
37-yard field goal in overtime.

Chris O’Meara / The Associated Press

Thorpe makes key game-saving tackle.

P Spencer Lanning (USC)
Lanning capped off his
stellar season as one of the few
productive offensive players for
the Gamecocks in Birmingham,
averaging 42.3 yards per punt on
seven kicks.
Return Man Brandon Boykin (Georgia)
Sout h Carolina fans were
having déjà vu all over again when
Boy k i n , who torc hed USC i n
Georgia’s week two matchup with
the Gamecocks, broke a 81-yard
k ickoff ret urn for a touchdown
in Georgia’s 44-20 Independence
Bowl win over Texas A&M.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Line play
continues to
haunt USC
Struggles up front
becoming pattern in
losses over years
O ne t h i n g c o n c e r ne d
me about South Carolina’s
20-7 loss to Connecticut in
the Papajohns.com Bowl in
Birmingham, Ala.
No, it wasn’t that Carolina’s
fo otba l l tea m
decided not
t o p l a y. It
wasn’t t he
nea rly 30,0 0 0
Gamecock fans
i n at tenda nce
Chris Cox and what t hey
got for t heir
Fourth-year
print journalism money.
student
It was how
Carolina got
to the game’s f inal result
— a nd what it mea ns to
Steve Spurrier’s tenure in
Columbia.
For the third consecutive
year, the Gamecocks finished
their football season with six
losses — and most of those
losses have come because of
one particular part of the
football team.
So what’s been the problem
for Steve Spu r r ier?. H is
offenses at Florida were some
of the best in the nation. It’s
simple: the offensive line.
The statistics don’t lie.
South Carolina has fi nished
above seventh place in the
league in scoring offense just
one time (2006) and finished
second to last in the category
this season.
It has also finished second
to last in sacks allowed in
three straight years and has
never finished above seventh
in t he conference in said
category.
The nu mbers are even
g r i m mer i n t he g rou nd
attack. The Gamecocks have
finished better than second
to last in rushing offense just
one time during Spurrier’s
t e nu r e (20 0 6 ) a nd h ave
finished last in the league
three consecutive years.
From a n of fensive
s t a n d p o i n t , S p u r r i e r ’s
game plan has shown little
to no progress during his
tenure. His best statistical
offense came in 2006, when
naturally, the Gamecocks
won eight games — the most
u nder Spurrier as USC’s
coach.
So how did it come to this?
The coveted line recruiting
class of 2006 has proved to
be a major disappointment
as only Lemuel Jeanpierre
and Garrett Anderson made
legitimate contributions to
the football team. Most of
the linemen from that class
barely even played, while
some never even saw t he
field.
The coach ing carousel
has also been a problem.
With the hiring of former
Appalachian State offensive
line coach Shawn Elliott, the
Gamecocks will be on their
third O-line coach in three
years next season.
Heck, at the Papajohns.
com b owl, pl ayer s were
draw ing up plays on t he
wh iteboard wh ile t he
temporary coach sat in the
press box.
The bottom line? South
Carolina is going to have to
show some actual progress
on the front if Gamecock
fans are going to continue to
have faith in Spurrier.
He’s got some great players
to work w it h on of fense.
Wide receiver Alshon Jeffery
was one of the best freshmen
in not just the SEC but the
nation this year. Freshmen
tailback Kenny Miles showed
the ability to find the open
hole and hit it with a burst.
COX ● Continued from 18
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And quarterback Stephen Garcia was one of the best passing quarterbacks in the league.
But when it’s all said and done, the offensive line will be what decides the future for South
Carolina. Those players can’t do much when Garcia has no time to find a target and Miles is
getting swallowed up in the backfield.
It’s what has been in large part the detriment to the USC football team while Spurrier has
roamed the sidelines, and will once again be the focal point of Carolina’s success in 2010.
The lack of progress in the offensive trenches will probably prove to be how long Spurrier
decides to stay in Columbia. We all think the head ball coach can be successful at Carolina.
Heck, he already has been when you look at the four bowl appearances he’s brought to USC.
But how much longer can he bear to put out offenses that get nothing done because they
can’t block up front?

CHECK OUT OUR NEW SPORTS BLOG!
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USC Football 2009 in Review
Chris Cox

Top 10 Best Plays

SPORTS EDITOR

Top 10 Worst Plays

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

5. Stephen Garcia’s third-down leap
against Kentucky
Facing a third-and-5 with the clock winding
down and the Gamecocks up by just two,
it was critical for the USC offense to pick
up a first down and win the game. There
was too much time left for Kentucky to get
the ball. After all, the Wildcats had already
racked up 360 yards of offense. So on third
down, Garcia rolled to his right. Nothing
was there. No problem for Garcia, who
leaped over a UK defender to pick up the
first down.
6. Alshon Jeffery’s go-ahead touchdown
against Vanderbilt
The numbers were frightening. Two straight
losses to Vanderbilt. Once while USC was
in the Top 25. Once again, VU was beating

9. Fake punt against Georgia
You have to give the head ball coach some
credit — he’s still got guts. With USC
trailing by a touchdown in just the second
quarter, Spurrier wanted to be back on
offense. So on fourth-and-eight from his
own 24-yard line, punter Spencer Lanning
took the snap and immediately ran to the
right — and picked up an easy 12 yards.
Georgia never saw it coming, and USC got a
field goal out of the drive.
10. Stephon Gilmore’s bomb against
Clemson
Fans had waited for the Wildcock formation
for 11 games. So in the finale of the regular
season, they got their wish. After three
straight running plays, USC fans seemed
assu red t hat Stephon Gil more wou ld
probably never throw out of the formation.
Wrong. On the next snap, Gilmore launched
a 39-yard bomb all the way down to the
Clemson 8-yard line to none other than
Jeffery. USC scored on that drive and never
looked back.

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

It was a rough night on Rocky Top for USC.

The scoreboard told the story against CU.

WORST OVERALL PERFORMANCE
Tennessee

MOST COMPLETE PERFORMANCE
Clemson

WORST OFFENSIVE PERFORMANCE
Alabama

BEST OFFENSIVE PERFORMANCE
Clemson

WORST DEFENSIVE PERFORMANCE
Arkansas

BEST DEFENSIVE PERFORMANCE
N.C. State

MOST BORING GAME
Florida Atlantic

MOST EXCITING GAME
Georgia
STRANGEST GAME
Vanderbilt

4. Stephen Garcia’s pick-six
against Alabama
The sophomore quarterback’s
first pass of the game resulted
i n a n early def icit. A f ter
Tide b ac k M a rk I ng r a m
put the Tide up 20-6 in the
fourth quarter, the game was
over. Had that turnover not
happened, USC would have
still had time to potentially
force the game into overtime.
5. D.J. Williams’ 69-yard
reception before the half
against Arkansas
With a 10-7 lead on the road,
things were looking up for
USC. But with just 22 seconds
on the clock, the USC defense
let a 10-yard pass play turn
into a 69-yard catch that led
to a tie. The Hogs took the
momentum and never looked
back in the second half.
6. Justice Cunningham’s
fumble against Tennessee
Carolina’s Halloween night
was over before it started. The
freshman tight end fumbled
on USC’s first possession,
which came on a third down
conversion, no less. The Vols
scored on the next possession
and raced to the easy victory.

10. Second opening kickoff
against Clemson
Sure, USC won in dominating
fashion. But the opening of
the game looked like anything
but. After bottling up Clemson
tailback C.J. Spiller on the
opening kickoff, a penalty gave
the Tigers another chance.
Spiller promptly responded
with a kickoff return for a
touchdown, completely taking
out kicker Adam Yates in the
process.

Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

available at

1512 Wayne St • In the Vista • 799.7571

Today, I went to school,
passed my exams
and SAVED

.

4. Eric Norwood’s record-breaking sack
against Ole Miss
USC’s emotional leader already showed
once how much he loves the Thursday
night lights (two touchdowns in a 15-point
victory over No. 8 Kentucky). So naturally,
it wasn’t much of a surprise when he broke
the Carolina record for career sacks on Ole
Miss’ first drive of the game. Norwood went
on to have a huge night, and USC won a
defensive battle, 16-10.

8. Garcia’s fourth-dow n conversion
against Florida
Facing a fourth-and-two and the Gamecocks
down by three, USC was in a precarious
position. They were too far away to attempt
a field goal but couldn’t bear to punt. So
Garcia rolled out of the pocket, trying to
find fullback Pat DiMarco underneath.
But it was covered up. So Garcia tucked
the ball in and tried to get it himself. With
a defender coming at him to stop him
short, Garcia sidestepped not one but two
defenders on his way to a 5-yard gain.

3 . S t e p h o n G i l m o r e ’s
negated punt return for a
TD against Tennessee
The freshman’s score would
have pulled USC back into
a game it didn’t seem to be
in. But a pointless block in
the back 10 yards from the
play negated the score, and
Carolina was throttled, 31-13.

8. Brandon Boykin’s 100yard touchdown
South Carolina let what could
have been an impressive road
victory turn into yet another
crushing loss. Boykin’s longest
kick return in Georgia history
tied the game up at seven and
proved to be a pivotal factor in
the Gamecocks’ loss. It wasn’t
just that kick return, though.
The Bulldogs set a school
record for k ickof f ret u r n
yardage in a game en route to a
41-37 win in Athens.

ng

3. Devin Taylor’s forced fumble against
N.C. State
A lot of folks probably won’t remember this
one, but when you look at the circumstances
that come with it, it’s a pretty impressive
play. As the Carolina defense took the field
for the first time in ’09, defensive end Devin
Taylor forced a fumble on the first defensive
play from scrimmage. USC recovered deep
in its own territory, tailback Brian Maddox
punched it in from a few yards out, and
Carolina won, 7-3.

2. Blo c ke d ex t r a p oi nt
against Georgia
A fter Nor wood took it to
the house late in the game,
Lanning’s game-tying PAT
was blocked. UGA got a field
goal on the next possession,
and USC was forced to go for
the touchdown to win.

9. Fo u r t h- a n d-g o a l
incomplet ion against
Georgia
Despite poor kickoff coverage
and a blocked game-t ying
extra point, USC still had a
chance to win between the
hedges on fourth-and-goal in
the closing seconds. With a
wide open Weslye Saunders
standing in the end zone,
Georgia’s Rennie Cu rran
stepped in front of Garcia’s
pass, deflecting it and sending
Georgia to the victory.

A LIFE.

How can you turn an ordinary day into
an extraordinary one? By donating plasma
that goes into vital, life-saving medicines.
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7. Alshon Jeffery’s onside kick return
against Clemson
The Gamecocks were already up by 10
against their hated rival with less than two
minutes to play. But USC wanted more. So
as Clemson onside kicked in the closing
seconds, the ball popped directly to Jeffery
with nothing but green in front of him.
The freshman rumbled 35 yards all the
way down to the Clemson 4 yard line and
t he Gamecocks tacked on yet anot her
touchdown in a 34-17 drubbing.

7. Spencer Lanning’s first
two field goal attempts
W h at e nde d up b e i n g a
stellar season for Carolina’s
kicker looked anything but
in the opening game against
Nor t h Ca rol i na St ate i n
Raleigh. After a botched hold
by Stephen Flint kept South
Carolina out of the box score
on Lanning’s first attempt,
the former walk-on responded
with a shanked kick wide left
on an attempt from less than
30 yards out.

ar

2. Er ic Nor wood’s pick-si x aga i nst
Georgia
The senior linebacker didn’t waste any time
displaying his ability to carry the Carolina
defense on his back. In just the second
game of the year, Norwood picked off UGA
quarterback Joe Cox and took it to the
house, bringing USC within one at 38-37.

1 . J u s t i n Tr a t t o u ’s
interception for Florida
It was a tough pill to swallow
for Carolina, as Garcia’s first
pass attempt of the fourth
quarter was picked off. At the
time, USC was nearing a score
to tie or take the lead against
the undefeated Gators.

w

Carolina, 10-7. In the fourth quarter no less.
But with just more than 12 minutes to play,
Garcia connected with Jeffery on a 43-yard
pass over the middle to reclaim the lead once
and for all — on a 99-yard drive. USC went
on to win as the defense tightened in the
closing minutes.

Donate today at CSL Plasma.
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1. Alshon Jeffery’s one-handed catch
against Kentucky
The freshman was having his coming out
party — and this one was the highlight of the
day. The second of his three touchdowns,
Jeffery leaped over the Kentucky defender
and hauled in the catch with one hand.

Justin Trattou’s interception all but ended USC’s upset bid against then-No. 1 Florida.

e

Alshon Jeffery’s one-handed grab versus UK sent Williams-Brice Stadium into pandemonium.
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*
Donation fees vary by weight. New donors bring
photo ID, proof of address and Social Security card.

215 Assembly Street
Columbia, SC, 29201

803.254.2280
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Apartments

Help Wanted

Housing-Rent

ON A BUDGET? Come to Cornell Arms
Apts. 2BR for $750 which inclds all
util-elec water & more + 1 pkg space.
No Sec Dep. Call Glenn 799-1442

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Renovated 3BR 2BA in Forest Acres.
Harrison Rd behind Zestos on
Forest Drive $950 205-441-9442.

Parking
Reserved Parking Spaces - Pickens
@ Blossom $280/semester. 799-3452

Help Wanted
THOMAS COOPER LIBRARY
Now accepting applications for student
employment. You may apply at the
Circulation Desk on the main floor.
Work Study preferred.
Sodexho @ THE NATIONAL ADVOCACY CENTER is now accepting applications for a PT front desk clerk. This is
a great opportunity to gain experience in
a hotel atmosphere. Qualified applicant
must be able to work a flex sched, and
must be planing on being in Columbia
for the summer. $7.75/hr.. Apply in
person M-F 9am-4pm (Bring a copy
of your spring ‘10 class schedule and
attach it to your application.)
The National Advocacy Center
1620 Pendleton St.
EEO/a Drug Free Workplace
PT OFFICE POSITION - 20-25/hrs/wk
Filing errands etc. This position is
needed year round . Great Job for
College Student. Send resume to
hire@homepest.com or apply in
person M-F from 9am-4pm at
2240 Frink St. Cayce. SC
Georgia-based national marketing firm
looking for aggressive T-shirt sales reps
for the campus and Greek community.
Multiple positions available. Excellent PT
opportunity with guaranteed base to
start. Email rick@southlandraphics.com
Small downtown law firm seeks PT office
worker to assist in answering phones, filing, mailings and other general office duties. Great job for someone seeking experience in the legal field. Preferred
hours M-F 12-5. Those interested
please e-mail resume or personal information to LegalJob12@gmail.com.
PT Real Estate Assisant - Downtown
20/hrs/wk. Email resume to
marybeth.hudson@era.com

Housing-Rent

3BR 1.5BA S.Waccamaw Duplex 2.3
miles from USC, CH&A w/d hkup like
new hdwd fl water provided. $640/mo
Plus SD. Call 740-1305

3BR 2.5BA approx 1700 sq ft. all appl.
insulated windows. $975/mo
Call for more info 799-0123

Tri-City Leisure Center is seeking fun,
enthusiastic and responsible After
School counselors to work M-F 2-6pm.
No nights/ No weekends.
Call Will 939-9309.

Help Wanted
Runners
Richardson Plowden & Robinson, P.A.
has shifts available for PT couriers to
work in its Columbia office. Hours of
availability are Tuesday & Thursday from
8:30am-1:00pm & 1:00pm-6:00pm..
Please contact Melissa Wagner at
771-4400 for more information or to
schedule an interview.
www.RichardsonPlowden.com

Help Wanted
Musicians
GUITARIST/DRUMER/BASS PLAYER
SEEK LEAD SINGER
We play Zeppelin & originals email
mcgonegc@mailbox.sc.edu

Wanted
Wellness Coaches To Lose 10-200
Pounds. Will Train! Join the leader in the
industry. We have more $5000/mo
earners than anyone in the DSA.
www.globalexpansionnow.com
Please call 802-722-4258

Work Study
Opportunities
$9/HOUR!
4 WORK-STUDY
OFFICE ASSISTANTS
needed @ SC Vocational
Rehabilitation near airport. MUST have
an award to be eligible for these jobs.
Please call Cathy Smith
@ 896-6553 for interview. EOE.

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

Expires 03.31.2010

Room for Rent - 333 Heyward St.
$450mo + 1/3 of util. Great location
across from Granby Mills. Call Craig Jr.
@ 803- 556-2569 or 803-750-4848
for more info.

1-2-3-5BR Houses $345-$1395
Shandon Area Available Now 318-0729

EVERYONE LOOKS BETTER WITH A TAN!

Roommates
Large home 3,000+ sq ft pvt BR & BA on
seperate level. $350/mo + util. 791-7654

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs

SUPER TAN

1-5 BR Apts For Rent @ USC
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Housing-Rent

{

ONE WEEK

}

FREE TANNING
(new customers only)

VIP membership
• $35.00 a month
• 50% off lotion

